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INTRODUCTION

Introduction

FlexGui is the new user-friendly and intuitive interface for the NACHI FD11 controller. It
runs on the robot controller’s teach pendant and on your computer as a part of the FlexGui
Toolbox development environment.
One of FlexGui’s strengths lies in its ability to abstract features and robot programs, into
easy-to-understand Fidgets. Using Fidgets, such as labels, indicator lamps, progress bars,
pictures, buttons and more, the operator can easily monitor and control the robot.
Fidgets are placed on screens, which are defined by the operator. The operator can easily
switch between screens by utilizing the Screen Belt. There is great flexibility regarding the
contents of the screens, enabling robot installations to have interfaces tailored to different
operations as well as the skill level of the operator.
FlexGui Toolbox (FGT) is a development environment for FlexGui. While some editing is
allowed on the teach pendant, FlexGui Toolbox offers expanded functionality with more
fidgets, scripting and precision alignment of objects. FlexGui Toolbox runs on the computer,
and also includes a FlexGui preview, enabling the integrator to test the projects. When the
project is ready, FlexGui Toolbox can deploy the FlexProjects to all FlexGui-enabled robots.
The system integrator can also perform customer support through the remote view and
remote control functionality in FGT.

More Help?
For more help, please visit www.flexgui.net where you will find the User Manual as well as
additional documentation and examples.
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Launching FlexGui on the Teach Pendant

Launching FlexGui on the teach pendant involves the User Application Launcher in NACHI’s
Standard Interface. This can be found by holding the enable button (
pendant’s keyboard and tapping the
depicted in figure 1.

) on the teach

icon located at the upper left of the screen as

Figure 1: NACHI Interface while holding enable

At this point you will see the application launcher with a FlexGui.exe-entry, as depicted in
figure 2.

Figure 2: The User Application Launcher
To start FlexGui, press the Enter -key on the teach pendant.
Please note: You can switch between FlexGui and NACHI’s Standard Interface by holding
enable (

) and pressing the application selector button (

) on the teach pendant.

3
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Getting Started with FlexGui

This section will help you get started with FlexGui on your NACHI FD-controller. You can
switch between FlexGui and NACHI’s Standard Interface by holding enable (
pressing the application selector button,

) and

on the teach pendant.

Please note: If FlexGui is running in demo-mode, the feature-set is limited. Screen utilities
are unavailable, some Fidget properties are not editable, and changes will not be saved.

Figure 3: The Welcome screen in FlexGui

Tap Tap to begin to begin. Screens can be selected by pressing their icons on the left side
of the screen. This area is called the Screen Belt. If there are more screens on the belt
than the space available, you can scroll the belt by flicking it with your finger. Clicking the
new screen icon creates a new empty screen.

Figure 4: The FlexGui Utility screen

If you want to add or move fidgets or modify screens, you have to press and hold enable
button, or switch to enable mode with the toggle button on the left bottom corner. To try
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this, go to the Try it-screen, or create a new screen by pressing the New screen-icon on the
Screen Belt.
On the right side of the screen you can see the list of available fidgets. This area is called
the Fidget Belt. You can drag fidgets on screens that are not read-only. Most fidgets are
fully functional by the time of placing them, however you can customize them later.

Figure 5: FlexGui in Enable mode

Try to drag some fidgets onto the screen. Once a fidget is dropped on the screen, it can
be dragged around, it’s porperties may be modified using the Property Belt (replaces the
Screen Belt) or it may be deleted using the Delete Belt (replaces the Fidget Belt).

Figure 6: Properties or Delete option

If you want to delete or modify the order of the screens, you can use the Screen Utilities1
as depicted in figure 7. Screens can be deleted with the red cross and moved up and down
1

Found on the Utility -screen
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with the green and red arrows. A default screen, which is shown right after the Welcome
screen, can be defined with the green check mark.

Figure 7: Screen Utilities window

Hello World!
To make a Hello World example, press enable on the screen so that the Fidget Belt appears.
Locate a Button by dragging the Belt up and down with your finger. Press and hold the
Button and drag it to a clear space on the screen.

Figure 8: Adding a Button fidget in FlexGui

To edit the properties of the Button, press and hold it again. You will see that the two Belts
are replaced by the Delete Belt and the Properties Belt. Drag the Button on the Properties
Belt.
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Figure 9: Open the Properties for the Button fidget

In the Property Editor that pops up, the onClicked box contains the FG-SLIM code that is
executed when the Button is clicked. Click the textbox to the right of onClicked to edit the
code.

Figure 10: The Properties editor in FlexGui
Use the PRINT-command as shown in table 1 to create the Pop-up message in FlexGui.
The complete FG-SLIM for the Button should look like table 1.

PRINT " Hello World!"
Table 1: onClicked FG-SLIM code for Button
When the code has been entered, your screen should look as depicted in figure 11.
Click the green check mark,

, and OK to finish.

3
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Figure 11: onClicked FG-SLIM editor

Click the Button to test your Hello World example, and it will yield the result of figure 12

Figure 12: "Hello World!" popup message

Congratulations, you have now programmed your first Button! Play around with FlexGui
to learn more about the various available fidgets. Please refer to appendix A to see a full
overview of all fidgets in FlexGui.
Please note: If an emergency stop or other special events occur, FlexGui hides so that
NACHI’s Standard UI is shown. You can bring FlexGui back to foreground by holding enable
and pressing the application selector button,

on the Teach Pendant.
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Getting Started with FlexGui Toolbox

This section will guide you through the steps to create your first FlexProject using the
FlexGui Toolbox.

4.1

Creating a new FlexProject

Start by locating the FlexGui Toolbox in the start-menu, click All Programs and locate the
FlexGui-Folder and open FlexGui Toolbox. You will then see the screen as shown in Figure
13. Click New FlexProject to create a new project.

Figure 13: Startup screen of FlexGui Toolbox
The window New screen and project will appear after clicking New FlexProject as shown if
figure 14. Select an appropriate name for your first screen and and the FlexProject.2 Then
select the directory where you want to store the FlexProject either by typing, or by clicking
Browse.... When you are all set, click OK to continue.

2

Note that you cannot use symbols or space in either of the names, if the OK -button is disabled, this
might be the problem. Check both the names, and the directory to see if they contain illegal symbols.
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Figure 14: Select a name and directory for you FlexProject.
The first thing shown is an empty screen surrounded by three main tool-panes. To the left
is the Available fidgets and the Screen contents, to the right is the Properties-pane. Since
it is the screen itself that is selected initially, the Properties-pane display the properties of
the screen. The empty screen is the screen as it will appear on the NACHI Teach Pendant.

Figure 15: An empty FlexProject screen
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Creating a new FlexProject

Hello World!
In this very simple example, we will manipulate a RobotVariable. These are variables that
robot programs on the controller use while running, and are therefore an important aspect
of creating useful Screens.
Let us create a screen with a button that displays a message if pressed. This can be done
by using one of the FD-controllers string variables. The button sets the variable, and an
indicator receives the variable from the NACHI controller system (NRA) and displays it in
FlexGui. Start by adding a Button-fidget, fidgets can be selected from the Available fidgetspane to the left and dragged onto the screen. Locate the button, left-click it and hold while
dragging the Button-fidget onto the screen.

Figure 16: MyFirstScreen with a Button-fidget.
As you may have noticed the Properties-pane to the right changed to display the properties for the new button. Now, change the onClicked-properties by clicking the edit script...
button. The script editor window will now pop up. The code written in this textbox will be
executed when the button is clicked. Code can be written in either FG-SLIM, which is very
similar to traditional SLIM, or JavaScript. To choose the active language, use the code
language selector in the top left of the scripting window as depicted in figure 17.

Figure 17: Code language selector in scripting window.

4
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For the remainder of this quick start guide, FG-SLIM will be used. For full details on the
available commands, please refer to the User Manual which can be found at www.flexgui.net.
As with traditional SLIM, one can set a string variable in NRA3 by using the LETVS command. The complete FG-SLIM code for the button should look like table 2. Click Save to
close the script window.

LETVS V1$ , "Hello World!"

Table 2: onClicked FG-SLIM for Button

Figure 18: The onClicked FG-SLIM for the Button-fidget.
To display the string variable, add a Label in the same way you added the Button-fidget. The
fidget can be connected to the variable using the text-field in the properties-pane. In the
text-field write: "V1$ is: {V1$}", where the curly brackets denotes that the value between
them is a RobotVariable.

3

NRA - NACHI control system
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Creating a new FlexProject

Figure 19: Binding syntax used in the text-property of a Label.
To test the project, FDonDesk has to be started.4 Press preview, , to start preview mode.
Given that you have a default configuration of FlexGui Toolbox, pressing the "Connect to
FDonDesk"-button will connect the preview window to your running FDonDesk. After connecting to FDonDesk, the Label will show V1$ is: Hello World! as soon as you click the
button as shown in figure 20.

4

FDonDesk can be downloaded from www.FlexGui.net. Install it and start it before proceeding.
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Figure 20: Message successfully displayed after pressing the Button.
Congratulations! You have successfully programmed a button to manipulate a string RobotVariable and bound a Fidget’s value to a RobotVariable!
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Interacting with robot programs

Now that you have learned how to manipulate RobotVariables by interacting with Fidgets,
you will be able to create user-friendly and intuitive interfaces for your traditional NACHI
robot programs.
To make your traditional NACHI robot programs play well together with FlexGui, there are
some aspects that should be taken into account:
• The robot programs’ structure
• The use of robot variables.
One should consider what information from the robot program is of interest for FlexGui
and make them into variables. For example; if you want to create a progress bar that is
used for monitoring the progress of a loop, the count of the loop should be assigned to a
variable, so that FlexGui can read it. Depicted in figure 21 is an illustration of how FlexGui
communicates with robot programs via robotprograms.

Figure 21: Illustration of the connection between the robot program and FlexGui
As seen in the figure, robot programs may also have a case-based structure where global
variables are controlling the cases. This way, the executed sections of the robot program
can be controlled by FlexGui. In this section we will create this FlexProject to control and
monitor the robot program.
The guidance level of this example is lower, and we encourage you to play around yourself.
If there are any subjects that you wish to learn more about, we recommend taking a look in
the User Manual or other FlexGui documentation sets from www.flexgui.net.
This example can be done either with FD on Desk or on any FlexGui-enabled robot.

4
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First, we will create the case-based robot program as depicted in figure 22. The text version
of this robot program can be found in appendix B.

Figure 22: Robot program with three cases controlled by the integer variable V1%
As can be seen in figure 22, the program consists of three cases. Step one determines
which case to execute depending on the value of the robot integer variable V1%. Within
each case, the program sets the string variable V1$ to some text describing what is happening, and then moves the robot. At the end of each case the program jumps to step
one.
The result of this is a behavior that can be described as:
Value V1% Result
1
Execute Case 1:
• String variable V1$ set to "Executing Case 1"
• Move to position 1
• Jump back to step 1 (waiting for new value)
2

Execute Case 2:
• String variable V1$ set to "Executing Case 2"
• Move to position 2
• Jump back to step 1 (waiting for new value)

3

Execute Case 3:
• String variable V1$ set to "Executing Case 3"
• Move to position 3
• Jump back to step 1 (waiting for new value)

Position 1-3 that is used in appendix B for a NACHI MC70 is depicted in figure 23.
Please note: There are many ways of controlling big collections of robot programs from
FlexGui. Please see other examples on www.flexgui.net where a main robot program is
used for controlling 11 other robot programs by a similar principle.
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Interacting with robot programs

Figure 23: The positions for the cases 1-3
This example is very simple as the cases only results in simple positional change of the
robot. However, any traditional NACHI robot language could be placed inside of the cases.
For example the content of the cases could be picking and placing objects or any other
application.
When you have created your robot program, you are ready to create the FlexProject to
control and monitor it. This example will show three alternative ways of controlling the
integer variable V1%, which governs which case is executed.
Start FlexGui Toolbox and create our new project, as depicted in figure 24.

Figure 24: Create our new project
Depicted in figure 25 is a project where we can execute cases in three different ways, by
either:
1. Clicking one of three buttons.
2. Select desired case from a ComboBox and confirming with a button.
3. Select desired case from RadioButtons and confirming with a button.
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In addition, we will monitor which case has been executed by reading the string variable
V1$.

Figure 25: Project with three ways of controlling V1% and monitoring of V1$
Method 1 - Buttons
When you have successfully added the three first buttons, you may edit their onClickedscript by selecting them and click "edit script" from the properties pane.

Figure 26: onClicked script of the first button.
As depicted in figure 26, the script inside the first button is:

LETVI V1%,1
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Interacting with robot programs

Add a similar script to the two remaining buttons, with the only change being that you modify
the value to the right of the comma to 2 and 3 for button 2 and 3, respectively.
Method 2 - ComboBox
For the next part, add a ComboBox fidget, select it and edit its list-properties as depicted
in figure 27.

Figure 27: The values of the ComboBox’s list.
When you have added these values to the ComboBox, you can edit the onClicked script
of the associated "Execute Selected Case"-button to execute the correct FG-SLIM snippet
depending on the value of the ComboBox as depicted in figure 28.

Figure 28: onClicked script of the button used for the ComboBox.
As can be seen in figure 28, we use IF-statements to make the button execute the appropriate snippet for changing the integer variable. The IF-statements check the value of the
ComboBox’s text-property by addressing its path. To get the path to a Fidget, you can rightclick the Fidget in the Screen Contents-pane located in the lower left in FlexGui Toolbox and
select Copy Path.
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IF (V" ComboBox /text"$="Case 1")
LETVI V1%, 1
ENDIF
IF (V" ComboBox /text"$="Case 2")
LETVI V1%, 2
ENDIF
IF (V" ComboBox /text"$="Case 3")
LETVI V1%, 3
ENDIF

Please note the use of V"path"$ - this is because we want to typecast the value into a
string before comparing it in the IF-statement.
Method 3 - RadioButtons
Finally, we can use radiobuttons to select the desired case to launch. When you have
dragged the RadioButton-fidget onto the screen, change its labelList entries by adding this
text to the popup window:

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
To make the first radiobutton (Case 1) the default selection, change the selected-property
to 0. You may also adjust its height and padding properties to suite your needs.
Now we can edit the onClicked-event of the button we want to use for executing the selected
case as depicted in figure 29.

Figure 29: onClicked script of the button used for the RadioButton.
In the code for this button, we once again address a fidgetvariable through its path5 . We
5

To find the path: right-click the Fidget in the Screen Contents-pane and select Copy Path.
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Interacting with robot programs

also use a simple expression inside a parenthesis in the LETVI-command. The expression
adds 1 to the value of the RadioButton’s selected-property. This is because it’s start-index
is 0, and therefore if you select the first radiobutton, the expression will yield 1, and 2 for the
second and so on.

LETVI V1%, (V" RadioButton / selected "%+1)

Please note the use of V"path"% - this is because we want to typecast the value into an
integer before adding to it.
Monitoring the program
Finally, we add a label in the button of our screen to monitor which case is executed. This
is done by binding as we learned in the Hello World example. Add a label, and edit its text
property as depicted in figure 30.

Figure 30: Properties of the Label
As can be seen from the picture, the text property has:

<b>Status:</b> {V1$}
The <b> and </b> that encapsulates Status: denotes that the text should be bolded, while
{V1$}, tells FlexGui to insert stringvariable 1. Consequenly, when case 1 is executed and
the robot program sets V1$ to "Executing Case 1", this string label will show:
"Status: Executing Case 1"
You can now try the project by clicking the
-button in FlexGui Toolbox. Remember to
start playback of the program in FD on Desk and connect preview to it by clicking the button
located at the top of the preview window. You should be able to manipulate and monitor the
program as in figure 31.
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Figure 31: Running the example
Congratulations! You have now created a FlexProject that is able to manipulate and monitor
a case-based robot program in three different but functionally equal ways. Through this
example you have been introduced to how FlexGui can communicate with the conventional
NACHI control system, and learned how to use ComboBoxes and RadioButtons. You have
also been introduced to how a FidgetVariable can be read in FG-SLIM through its path.
To learn more about how programming for FlexGui, please refer to the User Manual- or
Guide to the FlexGui Example Project document or see other FlexGui documentation sets
on www.flexgui.net. To deploy this project to your robot, please see chapter 4.3.
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Uploading and running your FlexProject on a robot

Please note: To upload this project to the robot, the FlexGui running on the robot must be
licensed and configured to connect to your FlexGui Toolbox through ethernet. If this is not
the case, please refer configuration chapter of the User Manual, which can be found at
www.flexgui.net.
The FlexProject Explorer is a part of FlexGui Toolbox. It enables both uploading and downloading of screens and robot programs. When a FlexGui-enabled robot is connected to your
FlexGui Toolbox6 , it will be available in the menubar of FlexGui Toolbox.
As shown in Figure 32, select the FlexGui that you wish to upload your project to, and start
the FlexProject Explorer.

1. Ensure correct FlexGui is selected

2. Click to open FlexProject Explorer

Figure 32: Selecting FlexGui And opening FlexProject Explorer
Figure 33 shows FlexProject Explorer, where the local contents of FlexGui Toolbox is displayed on the left and the contents of the connected FlexGui instance is displayed on
the right. To make robot programs available for the FlexProject Explorer, place the robot
programs associated with the FlexProject inside a folder named "Programs" inside of the
projects folder.

6

On the Teach Pendant: Go to the Connect screen and tap Connect.
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Figure 33: FlexProject Explorer.
Select the Screen and the robot program and upload it to the FD11 by dragging it over to
the right side or click the > button.
Everything is now ready for running your project on the FD11 controller! The example can
now be started by selecting the program and doing step 1-3 explained below.

1. Switch to Playback

2. Start Motors

Now - switch to FlexGui by holding enable (
button,
- Enjoy!

3. Start Playback

) and pressing the application selector

. You can now control your robot program using FlexGui!
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Further opportunities

You have now been introduced to the basic features of FlexGui. However, the FlexGui
software suite contains much much more, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remote assistance and operation.
Data logging and presentation.
Deployment, backup and management of all your robots.
Mobile-, tablet- and web versions of the remote operation solution.
Intuitive graphical program editor.
Easy-to-use palletizing solution.

For more information about all FlexGui-products, visit www.flexgui.net.
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APPENDIX - FIDGET OVERVIEW
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Appendix - Robot program

Robot program used in section 4.2:

ON V1% GOTO *case1,*case2,*case3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
*case1
LETVS V1$,"Executing Case 1"
MOVEX A=1,AC=0,SM=0,M1W,P,(0,1000,900,0,0,180),R=100,H=1,MS, CONF=1000
GOTO 1
*case2
LETVS V1$,"Executing Case 2"
MOVEX A=1,AC=0,SM=0,M1W,P,(-700,1000,300,0,0,180),R=100,H=1,MS, CONF=0000
GOTO 1
*case3
LETVS V1$,"Executing Case 3"
MOVEX A=1,AC=0,SM=0,M1W,P,(-300,1000,1700,180,0,0),R=100,H=1,MS, CONF=1000
GOTO 1
END

